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? Questions and Answers
Outline
4Basic Concepts
? What are Optimization Problems?
?Finding the value of     such that the functional value at  










? Relationship Between Maximization Problems and 
Minimization Problems
dℜ∈x
max ( )xf dℜ∈xmin ( )xf−⇔
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7Basic Concepts
? Convex and Nonconvex Optimization Problems
?Convex sets




(a) Convex set (b) Nonconvex set
8Basic Concepts
? Convex and Nonconvex Optimization Problems
?Convex functions
Let , where is a nonempty convex set. The 
function is said to be convex on   if
and            ,
ℜ→Sf : S
f S
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convex function
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? Convex and Nonconvex Optimization Problems
?Feasible set
?Convex optimization problem
?Feasible set is convex and      is convex.
?Nonconvex optimization problem
































? Convex and Nonconvex Optimization Problems
? If the optimization problem is convex, then any local 
minimum is a global minimum.
ƒ
Local minimum = Global minimum
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Basic Concepts









? Smooth and Nonsmooth Optimization Problems
?For smooth optimization problems, if    is a local minimum 
of    and          , then     is a stationary point. If     is a
stationary point,           and the Hessian matrix evaluated 
at     is positive definite, then     is a local minimum.
∗x





? Smooth and Nonsmooth Optimization Problems
ƒPoint of reflection ⇒ stationary point
A stationary point which is twice differentiable, but 
neither convex nor concave ⇒ point of reflection x*
Ψ
ƒ
Local minimum ⇒ stationary point
x*
Ψ




Local maximum ⇒ stationary point
A stationary point and concave ⇒ local maximum
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Basic Concepts
? Smooth and Nonsmooth Optimization Problems
?Local optimal solution of smooth problems could be found 
by Newton’s method and steepest decent method.
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Filter Designs
? Finite Impulse Response (FIR) Linear Phase Anti-
symmetric Filter Design Problems
?For N is odd,
?For N is even,                              for
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? FIR Linear Phase Anti-symmetric Filter Design 
Problems
?Objective: Minimize the weighted total ripple energy 
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? Challenges of Functional Inequality Constrained 
Optimization Problems
?The domain of functional inequalities is           .
? ⇒infinite number of constraints.
?How to guarantee that these infinite number of constraints 
are satisfied?




? Solutions for Solving Functional Inequality 
Constrained Optimization Problems
?Dual parameterization approach
?For smooth and convex optimization problems, by discretizing the 
index set     with finite number of elements, denoted as     for
, and introducing parameters   for                    , then the 
following two optimization problems are equivalent:
subject to subject to for
for
Ω
ki ,,2,1 L= i
ω
( ) kk×ℜ∈λωx ,maxmin
Ω∈iω ki ,,2,1 L=
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? Solutions for Solving Functional Inequality 
Constrained Optimization Problems
?Dual parameterization approach
?guarantees that the obtained global minimum satisfies the required 
functional inequality constraint if the feasible set is non-empty.
?The maximum number of required discretization points is less than 






























? Computer Numerical Simulation Results
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? Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) Filter Design 
Problems
?Objective: Minimize the weighted total ripple energy 
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? IIR Filter Design Problems
where
[ ]TMn bbb ,,, 10 L≡x
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? Challenges of Nonsmooth Functional Inequality 
Constrained Optimization Problems






























? Challenges of Nonsmooth Functional Inequality 
Constrained Optimization Problems
?The optimization problem is a nonsmooth functional 
inequality constrained optimization problems, in which 
Newton’s method and steepest decent method cannot be 
applied for solving the problem.
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? Solutions for Solving Nonsmooth Optimization 
Problems
?As when                       .
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? Solutions for Solving Nonsmooth Optimization 
Problems
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? Solutions for Solving Nonsmooth Optimization 
Problems
?Now we approximate the problem as the following smooth 
optimization problem:
subject to
?The optimization problem becomes a smooth optimization 
method and conventional Newton’s method and gradient 












? Computer Numerical Simulation Results
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Filter Designs
? FIR Linear Phase Quadrature mirror Filter (QMF) 
Design Problems
?The highpass analysis filter:
?The lowpass synthesis filter:
?The highpass synthesis filter:
?Polyphase representation of the prototype filter:
?No aliasing distortion and phase distortion
?Amplitude distortion:
( ) ( )zHzH −= 01 ( ) ( )zHzF 00 2=
( ) ( )zHzF −−= 01 2
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2020121201 44 −−−− == zEzEzzEzEzzT N
( ) ( ) ( )211200 zEzzEzH −+≡
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Filter Designs
? FIR Linear Phase Quadrature mirror Filter (QMF) 
Design Problems
?Define
?Then the constraint on the aliasing distortion is
[ ]Ta 0,,0,1 L≡ι
( ) 01
2
1 ≤−− xιxQx TaT ω
( ) 01
2
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? FIR Linear Phase Quadrature mirror Filter (QMF) 
Design Problems
?Define
?Then the constraint on the maximum passband ripple 
magnitude of the prototype filter is
?Define
?Then
[ ]Tp 0,,0,1,0 L≡ι
( )( ) ( ) xιxκ TpT D ≤− ωω pB∈∀ω
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]Tppp ικικA −−−≡ ωωω ,
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]Tp DD ωωω −≡ ,c ( ) ( ) 0cxA ≤− ωω pp pB∈∀ω
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Filter Designs
? FIR Linear Phase Quadrature mirror Filter (QMF) 
Design Problems
?Define
?Similarly, the constraint on the maximum stopband ripple 
magnitude of the prototype filter is
[ ]Ts 0,,0,1,0,0 L≡ι ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]Tsss ικικA −−−≡ ωωω ,( ) ( ) ( )[ ]Ts DD ωωω −≡ ,c
( ) ( ) 0cxA ≤− ωω ss sB∈∀ω
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Filter Designs
? FIR Linear Phase Quadrature mirror Filter (QMF) 
Design Problems
?Define
?Then the specifications on the acceptable bounds on the 
maximum amplitude distortion of the filter bank, the 
maximum passband ripple magnitude and the maximum 
stopband ripple magnitude of the prototype filter is
?The QMF design problem becomes:
subject to
[ ]0IA ,≡b [ ]Tspab εεε ,,≡c
0cxA ≤− bb
( ) ( ) xιιιx Tspaf γβα ++≡
( ) ( ) 01
2
1,1 ≤−−≡ xιxQxx TaTg ωω
( ) ( ) 01
2








? Challenges of Nonconvex Optimization Problems
?The feasible set is nonconvex.
?There are many local minima. By using conventional 
gradient decent approaches, the optimization algorithms 
are usually stuck at these local minima and it is difficult to 
obtain the global minima of the optimization problems.
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? Filled function method for Solving Nonconvex
Optimization Problems
?Step 1: Initialize a minimum improvement factor ε, an accepted error 
ε’, an initial search point  , a positive definite matrix R, and an 
iteration index k=1.
?Step 2: Find a local minimum of the following optimization Problem 
(Pf) using conventional gradient decent approach with the initial 
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? Filled function method for Solving Nonconvex
Optimization Problems
?Step 3: Find a local minimum of the following optimization Problem 
(PH) using conventional gradient decent approach with the initial 
search point    .
Filter Designs
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? Filled function method for Solving Nonconvex
Optimization Problems
?Step 4: Iterate Step 2 and Step 3 until
Filter Designs
( ) ( ) εγβα ′≤−++ ∗−∗ 1kkTspa xxιιι
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Filter Designs
? Computer Numerical Simulation Results


































































? Computer Numerical Simulation Results
























































































? Computer Numerical Simulation Results
























































































? Two Dimensional Discrete Cosine Transform
for                    and
where
Define
Note that  , , and
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? Two Dimensional Discrete Cosine Transform
?Note that
? If           and            , then                   ,
and
? If           and            , then    and    are unitary.
TSfCF=
NN ≥′ MM ≥′ ( ) Nrank =C ( ) Mrank =S( ) ( ) 11 −−= SSFSCCCf TTT




?A set of linear dependent vectors {ek}  that span a space 
V.
?There exists two real numbers A>0 and B>0 such that
?Sets of the rows of    and   are bilinear frames.








? DCT2 Based Image Enlargement Algorithm
?Step 1: Divide the image into blocks with the size of each 
block being square  
?Step 2:





? Computer Simulation Results
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Image Resizing
? Bilinear Tight Frame Design
?Design    and    such that              ,               and
?Problem formulation
C~ S~ TSfCf








? Many signal processing problems can be formulated 
as optimization problems.
? These optimization problems are indeed functional 
inequality constrained optimization problems, 
nonsmooth optimization problems and nonconvex
optimization problems, which are challenge.
? Solving these optimization problems could improve 
performances of the corresponding signal processing 
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Questions and Answers
Thank you!
Let me think…
Bingo
